Abstract The paper discusses several theoretical and implementational problems of interval branch-and-bound methods. A trial to define a class of problems that can be solved with such methods is done. Features and variants of the method are presented. Useful data structures and shared-memory parallelization issues are considered.
Introduction
Interval methods [6, 8, 9] are commonly used to solve problems like nonlinear equations or global optimization. Also other, more sophisticated problems, like the approximation of multicriterion problem's Pareto set [4, 13, 18, 28] or seeking Nash equilibria of a non-cooperative game [11, 19] have been solved using this class of algorithms.
The paper tries to investigate what kind of problems interval methods are good at solving and how can these problems be solved.
Problem formulation
Let us consider the following generic problem (notation from [10] is adopted):
Find all x ∈ R n such that P(x) is fulfilled,
where P(x) is a formula with a free variable x. Considering x from spaces other than R n is also possible [15] , but will not be discussed here. We shall distinguish "variables" -free variables of P(·) and "parameters"-bound variables. In particular, the set of variables may be empty-we only want to verify if a sentence is true, e.g. "check if (∀t ∈ [1, 4] ) (t 2 − 2t + 7 ≥ 0)". It is worth noting that a similar understanding of the very idea of interval computations can be found in the papers of Shary (e.g. [26, 27] ). However, as Shary, as other papers that the author is aware of (see in particular [22] and references therein) consider only problems where sets of variables and parameters are disjoint, i.e. they do not range through the domain of the same function a few times. So they consider problems like e.g. "find all x ∈ [0, 4] such that (∀a ∈ [1, 2] ) (ax ≤ 0)", but not "find all x ∈ [0, 4] such that (∃t
On the other hand, many authors apply interval methods to problems like global optimization (e.g. [6, 9] ) or Pareto-front seeking (e.g. [4, 13] ), which can be described by this sort of formulae (see below). The purpose of this paper is to develop a general view on formulating these sort of problems and designing interval methods for solving them.
Please note also that Problem (1) can have some variants: -find one point x, fulfilling P(x), -find an interval vector x such that all x ∈ x fulfill P(x). Such problems are intensively studied e.g. for linear systems of equations with interval parameters (see [23, 24] ); in this paper we consider Problem (1) in its original form, only.
Discussion of computability of Problem (1) can be found in [11] . The problem of solving interval linear systems is often formulated in the above way (e.g. [1, 23, 24] ), but so can several other well-known problems. In particular: -a system of (nonlinear) equations: {x ∈ X | h(x) = 0}, -a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) with inequality constraints:
There is a variety of books and papers about solving such problems using interval methods: [4] [5] [6] 8, 9, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 28] , etc.
Some other, less commonly studied, examples include: -seeking all optima of a function-local and global ones (studied e.g. for a very specific case in [29] 
) }, -seeking local minimizers of a function, for which the optima have a sufficiently large "attraction basin", e.g. containing at least an interval of the given range:
)}, -and many other similar problems.
The quantity d(·, ·), used in above formulae, denotes the metric.
All of these problems can be solved using the so-called branch-and-bound procedure.
The generic algorithm
Well-known interval algorithms for global optimization are called "branch-andbound" methods (e.g. [9]). Algorithms for seeking solutions of nonlinear equations systems or CSPs are often called "branch-and-prune" [5] . A general name, sometimes encountered, is "branch-and-ϕ", but-as it is very rarely encountered-we shall not adopt it. The term we are going to use is the "branch-and-bound method", but we understand it in a very broad sense, applying to several kinds of problems. Such algorithms can be described by the following pseudocode:
choose an element from L, remove it and store in x ; process x using rejection/reduction tests ; if (x was verified to contain a solution/some solutions) then store x in L veri f ; else if (x was verified not to contain any solutions) then discard x ; else if (diam(x) ≤ ε) then store x in L possible ; else bisect x and store obtained boxes in L ; end if ; end while ; end branch-and-bound
For several problems we are only able to verify some necessary condition for solutions. So boxes obtained on both lists after termination of the branch-and-bound procedure are only "suspicious" for containing actual solutions. This is the case e.g. for global optimization, when we can verify boxes to be critical points (e.g. fulfill F. John optimality necessary conditions), but do not know a priori if they are global or local minimizers. For seeking Pareto or Nash points the situation is analogous. In such cases, it is useful to execute a "second phase" after termination of the branch-andbound procedure. In this phase we try to delete boxes that do not contain solutions (e.g. the lower bound for the objective is too high-in global optimization).
The above generic branch-and-bound schema does not specify several significant details:
-what are the rejection/reduction tests, -how can we verify existence of solution(s) in x and what exactly can we verify, -is there any other information (but L) stored and used by the tests, -how is the list (or other data structure!) L organized, -how and in what order are boxes chosen from L.
All these details depend on the problem under solution, strongly. As the rejection/reduction tests we can use a great deal of tools, developed by interval analysis. In particular these are:
-several kinds of interval Newton operator, e.g. [6, 9] , -checking bounds on function values, constraints, etc., -checking bounds on derivatives (e.g. the monotonicity test for global optimization, concavity test, etc.), -several constraint propagation methods, e.g. [8, 5, 22] , -. . .
Which of the tools should be used and in what way, depends on the problem (e.g. Newton operators applied to systems of equations seek their zeros, but applied to global optimization seek stationary points of the gradients or of the F. John conditions).
It is worth noting that the Newton operators allow us not only to discard the boxes (or their parts) that do not contain solutions. These operators, under suitable circumstances, give us the possibility to verify that a box contains some solutions (see e.g. [6, 9, 12] ).
Other details of specific implementations of the algorithm are going to be considered in subsequent sections.
The solution set
What can the interval branch-and-bound procedure compute? Usually, two lists of boxes are constructed-and also the pseudocode from Sect. 3 does that:
-verified solutions-boxes that are guaranteed to contain some points within the solution set, -possible solutions-boxes that (under the given accuracy) could not be verified either to contain solutions or not to contain them.
It is problem-dependent, what the list of verified boxes contains precisely. It is related to the geometry of the solution set. And the solution set can have three forms:
-a countable set (a set of isolated points)-then verified solutions are boxes guaranteed to contain a single solution,
-an uncountable set with an empty interior-then verified solutions are boxes guaranteed to contain a segment of the solution set, -an uncountable set with a nonempty interior-then verified solutions are boxes guaranteed to lie in the interior of the solution set, i.e. to contain only actual solutions.
Please note that each of the above possibilities is quite often encountered in practical problems:
-a countable set is the solution to (non-singular) global optimization problems and well-determined nonlinear equations systems, -an uncountable set with an empty interior is the solution to Pareto set seeking problem and underdetermined systems of equations, -an uncountable set with a nonempty interior is often the solution to constraint satisfaction problems with inequality constraints.
Remark It seems tempting to develop a general interval branch-and-bound algorithm that would be able to localize all kinds of solutions. Indeed, all semialgebraic sets (and probably most other sets, but for algebraic relations we would obtain a semialgebraic solution set-see [1] ) can be represented as a union of three sets: set of isolated solutions, an interior-less set of uncountably many solutions and a continuous set with a nonempty interior. Unfortunately, it seems extremely difficult to discover the type of solution if we do not know a priori what we seek. Consider for example solving an underdetermined system of nonlinear equations. We have m equations in n variables (m < n) and a box x. As proved in [12] , if there is a set J of m variable indexes such that the results of Newton operator on x computations x j , j ∈ J will give results from the interior of x j then:
If we know the number m of equations, we can simply use the above property to enclose segments of the solution set. But what about the case when we solve the equations system:
the solution is the union of a circle and the point (0, 0). But can the circle be verified using the theorem from [12] ? It seems extremely difficult to distinguish between System (3) and the following one:
where ε 1 and ε 2 are close, but different. And System (4) has only one solution-the point (0, 0).
Consequently, known applications of interval Newton operators (and all other tools)
allow to verify at most the solution (0, 0); other solutions will be covered by boxes from the "possible" list.
Additional information stored by the branch-and-bound method
For equations systems and CSPs (at least unquantified-see [22] ), no additional information is needed. The existence of a solution in one box is unrelated to its existence in another one.
Property 1 If the formula P(x)
does not contain any quantifiers ranging over X then no "global" information needs to be stored either for the efficiency or for correctness.
Please note that the converse property is not fulfilled: for some problems P(x) may contain some quantifiers ranging over the domain, but all the information is local and nothing but boxes has to be stored (e.g. seeking local optima).
Algorithms for global optimization are more demanding-an upper bound for the global minimum should be stored [9] so that boxes with too high lower bound on the objective could be deleted.
For the Pareto set computations we have to store yet more information. Upper bounds on criteria values for several Pareto points will be useful [20] .
Yet more sophisticated is the Nash points computation [19] . Here we have to store upper bounds on players' cost functions in specific areas of the decision space.
In this case (and probably for several other ones) the data structure called an interval tree [3] may become very useful. This classical data structure has been of surprisingly rare use by the interval community up to now. The only known paper to suggest its use is [19] .
The order of boxes to be considered
The order of boxes to consider is another important feature, distinguishing different versions of the branch-and-bound method. This order is related to the information that can be obtained from the boxes (see Sect. 5).
When solving equations systems or unquantified CSPs, existence of solutions in one box is not related to its existence in another one and the order of boxes is usually irrelevant. In this case we can use any structure to store boxes to be considered-a stack, a queue, a pool, etc. Also parallelization is simple, as discussed in Sect. 8.
For global optimization we have a different situation. While processing subsequent boxes we compute an upper bound on the global minimum; this minimum is used to discard boxes not containing the global minimizer. Consequently, the order of boxes is crucial for efficiency-the boxes should be ordered according to increasing lower bound on function values (e.g. [6, 9] ).
For computing the Pareto set or Nash equilibria seeking the order of boxes also matters, but the relation is rather complicated. Consequently, using any order seems reasonable (as for equations systems), though developing some clever heuristics might be worthwhile.
Variables versus parameters
Yet one implementation detail should be considered as it can have a great influence on the solver's efficiency. The question is: what parameters (in the sense defined in Sect. 2) should we use?
It might seem, the number of parameters and their meaning is determined by the formulation of the problem under solution, but there can be several equivalent formulations. As a simple example, let us consider global optimization. Instead of formulation from Sect. 2:
we can use an equivalent, but different one:
The problems are equivalent, but the branch-and-bound procedure bisecting an additional parameter and using additional rejection/reduction tests (e.g. checking consistency for f (x) − y = 0 can perform quite differently from the version not doing it.
For global optimization such an algorithm has been proposed by Shary [25] and an analogous one for Pareto set seeking-by Kubica and Woźniak [13, 14, 20] . Experiments in [20] have shown a notable efficiency of this approach.
This observation seems particularly important, as proper formulation of the problem can hardly be done automatically. This means that, as we can give several general rules on using the branch-and-bound type methods, it would be very difficult to implement a generic and efficient version, using e.g. template meta-programming. But a human can formulate an efficient version of the method for a specific problem.
Parallelization
Several tools can be used to parallelize interval computations. In particular, sharedmemory parallelization has already been done using OpenMP [2] , POSIX threads [14] , Boost threads [16] , Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [17] .
Parallelization of the branch-and-bound algorithm is of particular interest as:
-multicore architectures are very common nowadays, -the structure of both branch-and-bound procedure and the "second phase" allows easy parallelization (different boxes can be processed in parallel).
As both phases of the algorithm can be parallelized, they cannot be classified as "embarrassingly parallel". At least two issues can occur:
-storing the additional information that has to be shared between different threads (tasks, processes, etc.), -adding new boxes on the run after bisection (requires synchronization and/or smart representation of the list L).
As we can expect, parallelizing solvers of equations systems or CSPs, is the simplest. Only the set L of boxes has to be stored (no other shared data, that require synchronization) and the order of processing boxes is not significant, so any data structure-a stack, a queue, a pool [21] of boxes is sufficient. There are relatively efficient concurrent implementations of such structures (see e.g. [21] ) and for some frameworks, like Intel TBB [7] one does not even have to represent the box list explicitly-it can be represented by an internal, highly efficient task list. See e.g. [16, 17] for details. Multithreaded implementations of other branch-and-bound type methods are more challenging as they require to share a more sophisticated data structure: a priority queue (global optimization), a binary search tree (Pareto set approximation) or even an interval tree (Nash equilibria seeking). As e.g. vectors, queues or hash tables have several efficient, highly tuned, concurrent implementations (some of them are included in the TBB library [7] ; see also [21] ), it is not the case for structures we consider. (It is worth noting that recently, on 23rd of December 2010, in TBB 3.0 update 4, a concurrent priority queue has been added, as a "Community Preview" feature. But efficient implementations are yet to be determined.) A further research in this area would be very useful for concurrent interval methods.
Relation to results of other researchers
As already mentioned, this research is related to the ones of Shary [24, 26, 27 ], yet more general as it is not restricted to linear systems.
Also, considerations and results presented in this paper can be considered complementary to the investigations of Ratschan (e.g. [22] ), who developed narrowing operators to achieve "first-order consistency" for arbitrary quantified CSPs.
His research is purely theoretical and addresses few (or even none) problems related to actual implementation or efficiency. In particular, his operators can be applied to a specific quantified CSP that is equivalent to a global optimization problem-like (5) or (6)-but it would have to traverse the function domain at least twice (for x and t), while well-known interval branch-and-bound methods do it only once, storing the information about upper bound on the global minimum.
Conclusions
Interval branch-and-bound methods can be (and already are) used to solve a large variety of problems-the ones described by (1) . Several general rules and advices can be given for implementation of such solvers, but many details are highly problem-dependent. A generic implementation (based e.g. on template meta-programming) seems rather hopeless. Yet, efficient implementations-even multithreaded ones-can be developed, but they require good understanding of the problem under solution and using knowledge about different topics-concurrent data structures (to store boxes or/and other shared data), mathematical analysis, topology, etc. (to develop efficient rejection/reduction tests), possibly also first-order (or even higher order) logic and/or quantifier elimination (to formulate the problem in a proper way).
